Many exoplanets have been discovered with radii of 1−4 R ⊕ , between that of Earth and Neptune. A number of these are known to have densities consistent with solid compositions, while others are "sub-Neptunes" likely to have significant H 2 -He envelopes. Future surveys will no doubt significantly expand these populations. In order to understand how the measured masses and radii of such planets can inform their structures and compositions, we construct models both for solid layered planets and for planets with solid cores and gaseous envelopes, exploring a range of core masses, H 2 -He envelope masses, and associated envelope entropies. For planets in the super-Earth/sub-Neptune regime for which both radius and mass are measured, we estimate how each is partitioned into a solid core and gaseous envelope, associating a specific core mass and envelope mass with a given exoplanet. We perform this decomposition for both "Earth-like" rock-iron cores and pure ice cores, and find that the necessary gaseous envelope masses for this important sub-class of exoplanets must range very widely from zero to many Earth masses, even for a given core mass. This result bears importantly on exoplanet formation and envelope evaporation processes.
INTRODUCTION
The detection of thousands of candidate exoplanets with a wide range of masses and radii motivates the study of the general structure of planetary bodies. While early detection methods heavily favored large planets with masses and radii near those of Jupiter, the recent trend has been toward lower masses and radii, some of which appear to be terrestrial, e.g. Kepler-10b, which was recently confirmed as a planet with radius 1.416 ( Batalha et al. 2011) . For comparison, the average densities of the Earth and Venus are 5.5 g cm −3 and 5.2 g cm −3 , respectively. Lopez & Fortney (2013) have suggested that it is likely that planets larger than about 1.75 R ⊕ (based on massradius relations) have hydrogen/helium envelopes that contribute significantly to their radii. In particular, they find that a planet's radius alone provides a first-order estimate of its composition, specifically, the H 2 -He mass fraction. There is some uncertainty in this limit. For example, Weiss & Marcy (2014) adopt a maximum solid planet radius of 1.5 R ⊕ , based in a maximum in the density distribution at ∼1.5 R ⊕ and ∼7.6 M ⊕ and Marcy el al. (2014b) interpret this as a transition radius of 2.0 R ⊕ , given an observed decrease in density from 1.5 to 2.0 R ⊕ .
Similarly, Rafikov (2011) suggests that envelope accretion onto a core, leading to a significant gaseous envelope, begins at a core mass of 10 M ⊕ , or perhaps larger if the planets form close to their stars. However, recent observations of known exoplanets suggest that envelope accretion begins, on average, at a lower mass (as found by Weiss & Marcy 2014) , and some individual planets appear to acquire gaseous envelopes at very low masses. For example, Kepler-51b has been measured to have a mass of 2.1 +1.5 −0.8 M ⊕ and a radius of 7.1 ± 0.3 R ⊕ , corresponding to a density of 0.03 +0.02 −0.01 g cm −3 (Masuda 2014b), clearly indicating a mostly gaseous composition.
Recent space-based missions such as Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010) and CoRoT (Baglin et al. 2006 ) had photometric precision capable of measuring transits by Earthsized planets. In the first 16 months of the Kepler Mission, 207 Earth-sized (R p < 1.25R ⊕ ) and 680 superEarth-sized (1.25R ⊕ < R p < 2R ⊕ ) planetary candidates were reported (Batalha et al. 2013) , suggesting a large number of solid planet candidates given a ∼1.75 R ⊕ cutoff. Figure 1 provides a comparison of planets with measured radii and masses with theoretical mass-radius curves that we have generated for various simple planet compositions, including pure iron, Earth-like, Mercurylike, and pure silicate. -Comparison of known exoplanets and Solar System planets with our models of simple Fe core/MgSiO 3 mantle planets, pure water (Ice VII) planets, and planets with H 2 -He envelopes. Earth-like is defined as 32.5% core mass fraction (CMF) and Mercury-like is defined as 70% CMF (Seager et al. 2007) . The range of possible mass/radius values for several planets lie squarely within the area occupied by Fe core/MgSiO 3 mantle planets, making them excellent terrestrial exoplanet candidates. A number of others lie between the pure MgSiO 3 and pure Ice VII curves, making them, perhaps, candidates for "water worlds," or for possessing small H 2 -He envelopes. Another population of planets at a wide range of masses is consistent only with deeper H 2 -He envelopes. The measured mass and radius values and references for the plotted planets are given in Table 2. and 67.5% MgSiO 3 , and, when specifying a planet with a significant volatile mass fraction, a 13:27 ratio of Fe to MgSiO 3 mass. Similarly, we define "Mercury-like" to refer to a composition of 70% Fe and 30% MgSiO 3 , and a 7:3 ratio if a significant volatile mass fraction is specified (Seager et al. 2007 ). Note, however, that recent observations from MESSENGER suggest that Mercury's iron content may be closer to 73% (Hauck et al. 2013 ).
pure water−in the form of Ice VII−mass-radius curve and three curves for models with gaseous envelopes: an "Earth-like" solid core and H 2 -He mass fractions of 0.1%, 1%, and 10%. -Known extrasolar planets plotted against constant density curves, including Earth's density (green) and Neptune's density (blue). Densities (ρ) are given in g cm −3 .
As Figure 1 demonstrates, the mass/radius values of several known planets are consistent with an iron/rocky composition, and consistent with an Earth-like composition in particular.
3 On the other hand, a number of observed planets have densities between those of pure water and pure silicate and are consistent with models of both "water-worlds" with a high water content and no significant envelopes, and models with H 2 -He envelopes. Based on our models, the radius of a pure water, 10-M ⊕ planet is 2.5 R ⊕ , which is near an observed break in the planet occurrence function in Kepler observations (Howard et al. 2012; Dong & Zhu 2013) . However, it is not known which of these models (if either) is dominant in this radius range or whether this break reflects an actual difference in composition between planets smaller and larger than 2.5 R ⊕ .
In Figure 1 , we note a very wide spread in the massradius distribution for planets more massive than ∼2 M ⊕ , with a variation of ∼2 R ⊕ at a given mass. For planets 8 M ⊕ , this range overlaps with an Earth-like composition with no significant gaseous envelope. For higher-mass planets, some of these are also consistent with a no-envelope model if they have a sufficient water content, but we also observe planets with large radii that are consistent only with a structure that includes a deep H 2 -He envelope, even at low masses ( 2 M ⊕ ).
In Figure 2 , we plot the extrasolar planets against constant density curves. Earth-density (green) and Neptune-density (blue) curves are included. The figure shows that density can vary by a factor of ∼5 between individual planets with the same radius. This large scatter makes it very difficult to fit any precise trends in radius with increasing mass.
In order to determine whether a given mass/radius pair indicates a solid composition, however, solid planet models and models of planets with gaseous envelopes must be constructed and compared with the data. These exoplanets may potentially have a wide range of possible compositions and temperatures and a similarly wide range of possible gaseous envelopes, so models must be able to be adjusted accordingly. Solid exoplanet models are important in both cases, since they may be used to model solid cores of planets with gaseous envelopes by applying a non-zero-pressure boundary condition at the coreenvelope interface.
While there is a rich history of exoplanet structural modeling, there are a number of important areas which have yet to be investigated. For planets with gaseous envelopes, the effects of irradiation and atmospheric heating are poorly understood, and the degeneracies of envelope mass, envelope entropy, and core mass have not been explored in detail. Moreover, the implications of the large scatter in the mass-radius distribution, particularly on the search for Earth-like planets, are only beginning to be addressed.
For solid planets, equations of state for planetary materials at the pressures found in planets are subject to a degree of uncertainty, and different EOS models produce different results, which warrant analysis of the uncertainty in the modeled mass and radius values.
Our paper investigates the uncertainties and degeneracies in exoplanet modeling, particularly of planets with H 2 -He envelopes, in order to gain a better understanding of what is measurable in observed exoplanets. We compute mass-radius curves over the range of 0.1 to 20 M ⊕ for a variety of planet attributes, and explore the possibility of determining a precise core-envelope decomposition from mass and radius observations. We study planets with both "Earth-like" cores and ice cores, which may both be of interest depending on whether planets with gaseous envelopes form beyond the snow line. We also compute mass-radius curves for various compositional profiles for solid planets. Note that observations suggest that planets more massive than ∼ 4 − 8 M ⊕ are likely to possess significant H 2 -He envelopes (Weiss & Marcy 2014) , and the same is expected to be true of planets with radii larger than 1.5−2.0 R ⊕ (Lopez & Fortney 2013; Weiss & Marcy 2014; Marcy el al. 2014b ), so our results for purely solid planets likely apply only to smaller and less massive objects. Conversely, our results for planets with H 2 -He envelopes will apply to planets larger than ∼ 4 − 8 M ⊕ or 1.5−2.0 R ⊕ .
Section 2 summarizes the previous work modeling solid exoplanets and sub-Neptunes. Section 3 presents our models with H 2 -He envelopes and the effect on radius of varying the core mass, envelope mass, and entropy in the envelope. In Section 4, we explore the core-envelope decomposition and produce a fit to the mass-radius relation of Weiss & Marcy (2014) . Section 5 demonstrates our code's output with density-pressure profiles of planets, central pressures and densities, and envelope base pressures. Section 6 presents our models of solid planets, and Section 7 sumarizes our overall conclusions. Our modeling procedure, associated code, and our studies and selection of our equations of state are described in the Appendix.
PREVIOUS WORK ON SOLID EXOPLANETS AND

SUB-NEPTUNES
Early efforts to calculate mass-radius relationships for planetary bodies of various compositions were made by Zapolsky & Salpeter (1969) , using a Thomas-FermiDirac equation of state (TFD EOS) described in Salpeter & Zapolsky (1967) . Those authors integrated the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium in conjunction with their EOS and a zero-pressure surface boundary condition to construct planetary structural models. This is the standard procedure for solid planet modeling; most recent advances have been in the accuracy of the low-pressure EOS, driven by the availability of experimental pressure/density data (Anderson et al. 2001) .
The TFD EOS is valid only in the high-pressure limit where electrons are a non-interacting degenerate gas, but Salpeter & Zapolsky (1967) used a correlation energy correction to account for interactions between the electrons at lower pressures. They thereby extended the validity of their EOS down to ∼1 Mbar (by their estimation). However, as the TFD EOS does not account for chemical structure, it has zero-pressure density errors up to a factor of 2 (Zapolsky & Salpeter 1969 ). As such, Zapolsky & Salpeter (1969) focused on high-mass planets whose internal pressures lay largely in the 1 Mbar regime, calculating a "critical mass" for various compositions beyond which a planet's radius decreases with additional mass. They investigated only simple monatomic elemental compositions (pure H, He, C, Mg, Fe, and various H/He mixtures) because these are most easily modeled by the TFD EOS, which considers each element separately (Salpeter & Zapolsky 1967) . In addition, Zapolsky & Salpeter (1969) derived the maximum radius, and the mass and central pressure at which the maximum radius is achieved, as a function of He ratio in a H 2 -He planet. Their models assumed a constant composition throughout the planet with no core-mantle-envelope differentiation, which limits their applicability for solid exoplanets.
More recent work implements equations of state based on experimental data. An early example of this approach is Stevenson (1982) , who used contemporary shock wave data as the basis for his low-pressure equations of state for ices (H 2 O, CH 4 , and NH 3 ). Stevenson (1982) also investigated the interior structure and composition of giant planets, and produced mass-radius diagrams for various compositions. He reported a lack of accurate equations of state available for ferromagnesian rock, and as such, solid planet models were outside of the scope of his paper.
In the last decade, a number of authors have presented models of solid exoplanets, motivated by the aforementioned exoplanet detections, as well as the increased availability of valid semi-empirical models for terrestrial materials. Valencia et al. (2006) defined and modeled two exoplanet classes: "super-Earths," with similar compositions to Earth and planet mass 1 M ⊕ < M p < 10 M ⊕ , and "super-Mercuries," with similar compositions to Mercury and planet mass 1 M Mercury < M p < 10 M Mercury . It should be noted, however, that the term "super-Earth" is now often used to refer to any "terrestrial" planet with a mass greater than that of Earth, as well as planets in the 1−10 M ⊕ range (Haghighipour 2011) , or the 1.25−2.0 R ⊕ range (Batalha et al. 2013 ). The models of Valencia et al. (2006) , along with many other contemporary models (Sotin et al. 2007; Seager et al. 2007; Fortney et al. 2007 ), used a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme to solve the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium. The equations of state used by Valencia et al. (2006) were zero-temperature BirchMurnaghan (B-M) equations of state (Poirier 2000) with thermal corrections using a Debye model. The B-M EOS is based on low-temperature pressure/density data. Because there are limits to the pressures that such experiments can reach, the B-M EOS incorporates an extrapolation to higher pressures. Though the thermal corrections to the equations of state for rocky materials are generally small, the model of Valencia et al. (2006) required a detailed temperature profile in order to calculate the phase transitions in the silicate mantle. Their thermal model relies on the assumption of convective heat transport in the core and mantle, with conductive layers at the core-mantle boundary and the surface. They iterated their model, using the compositional profile to determine parameters to compute the temperature profile, which was used in turn to determine phase transitions for the compositional profile calculation, until a self-consistent planet model was achieved. Valencia et al. (2007a) applied this model to the exoplanet GJ 876d and introduced a water layer consisting of high-pressure ices covered by a thin liquid water ocean. They also used a Vinet EOS fit (Vinet et al. 1989) , as opposed to the B-M EOS used by Valencia et al. (2006) , because the Vinet fit is reported to extrapolate better to high pressures (Hama & Suito 1996) . The model from Valencia et al. (2006) was also applied in Valencia et al. (2007b) to investigate degeneracies in the iron core, silicate mantle, and H 2 O mass fractions for a given planet mass and radius and to construct ternary diagrams showing curves of constant radius for a given mass. Sotin et al. (2007) used a similar physical approach to that of Valencia et al. (2006) , but employed the stellar composition (minus H 2 and He) of the planet in constructing structural models. This approach is justified by observations that meteorite chemical ratios (thought to be representative of early planets) are similar to those found in the Sun. They used five independent parameters to determine the composition and internal structure of the planet: Mg/Si, Fe/Si, Mg# (defined as the mole fraction Mg/(Mg + Fe) in silicates), H 2 O mass fraction, and total mass. They also determined a mass-radius model for planets with a water ocean. Seager et al. (2007) conducted a broader investigation of solid exoplanets by using a simpler zero-temperature model that incorporated the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac EOS at high pressures with the Vinet semi-empirical EOS at lower pressures. They did not address phase transitions in the silicate mantle because phase transitions have little effect on the mass-radius curve of a given material and require a temperature profile. Instead, they assumed a constant-composition MgSiO 3 (perovskite) mantle 4 . These simplifications allowed them to investigate a wide range of planet compositions and masses. Fortney et al. (2007) took an even broader approach, investigating five orders of magnitude in mass (0.01 Earth masses to 10 Jupiter masses) and a variety of planetary compositions, as well as envelopes. For the solid components of their planets, they used a model similar to that of Seager et al. (2007) , though they used Mg 2 SiO 4 (olivine) for the mantle instead of MgSiO 3 (perovskite), and used tabular EOS data from the ANEOS (Thompson 1990) and SESAME (Lyon & Johnson 1992 ) compilations, as opposed to semi-empirical fits. They neglected thermal corrections for the Mg 2 SiO 4 (olivine) and iron equations of state, but for water they used a thermal EOS correction of the form
where P is the corrected pressure in Mbar, P 0 is the zerotemperature pressure in Mbar, ρ is the density in g cm −3 , and T is the temperature in Kelvin. Their main goal was to produce a general, if very approximate, theory for comparison with observational data, and as such they neglected the details found in some previous papers. Grasset et al. (2009) extended the work of Sotin et al. (2007) to masses of 100 M ⊕ and also compared it with contemporary models to determine how precisely planetary compositions can be determined from mass and radius data, in particular, the water mass fraction. They found that, given uncertainties in internal structure, the water fraction can be determined with a standard deviation of 4.5% if the mass and radius are known exactly, but this uncertainty increases rapidly with the uncertainty in the radius. Rogers et al. (2011) also investigated planets with significant H 2 -He envelopes in the context of estimating plausible masses of Kepler planet candidates of radius 2−6 R ⊕ . They considered planet models with up to four layers: iron, silicates, water, and a hydrogen-helium envelope. They defined the exterior boundary condition as the radius at which the radial optical depth of the atmosphere is τ R = 2/3. They used the same EOS as Seager et al. (2007) for the solid components and the tabular EOS of Saumon et al. (1995) for the gaseous envelopes. They computed a temperature profile based on radiative transfer and radiative diffusion in the outer part of the envelope, transitioning to an adiabatic profile at the onset of convection. They considered planets produced by simulations of both core-nucleated accretion and outgassing of volatiles, particularly hydrogen. In the case of core-nucleated accretion, they considered cores of 10% iron, 23% silicates (Fe 0.1 Mg 0.9 SiO 3 ), and 67% water and solar-composition envelopes. They computed mass-radius curves for models with envelope mass fractions from 0.001 to 0.5, characteristic specific powers from 10 −12.5 to 10 −9.5 W kg −1 , and equilibrium temperatures of 500 K and 1000 K. For outgassing-produced envelopes, they modeled the reaction of water with iron (which produces a pure hydrogen atmosphere) on planets with water mass fractions from 8.6% to 20%. References.
- (1) (2000); (5) Hemley et al. (1987) ; (6) Fei et al. (1993) ; (7) Stixrude & Lithgow-Bertelloni (2005) ; (8) Tsuchiya et al. (2004) ; (9) Stewart & Ahrens (2005) , gives constraints based on shock data; (10) Thompson (1990) ; (11) Lyon & Johnson (1992) ; (12) Saumon et al. (1995) ; (13) Kavner et al. (2001) ; (14) Hemley et al. (1992) ; (15) Duffy et al. (1995) ; (16) Bouhifd et al. (1996) ; (17) Vacher et al. (1998) ; (18) Anderson et al. (1991) ; (19) Lide (2005); (20) Ahrens (2000); (21) Hanfland et al. (1989) ; (22) Zhao & Spain (1989) ; (23) King & Prewitt (1982) ; (24) Olinger (1977) ; (25) Knittle & Jeanloz (1987) ; (26) Aleksandrov et al. (1989) ; (27) A summary of the equations of state used in previous models of solid exoplanet structure is given in Table 1.
PLANETS WITH H 2 -He ENVELOPES
We now present new models of planets with H 2 -He envelopes with both "Earth-like" rock-iron cores with 32.5% Fe and 67.5% MgSiO 3 (perovskite) and with pure water (Ice VII) cores. Ice cores are of particular interest because it may be the case that planets with significant gaseous envelopes and core masses form only beyond the snow line. We compute models with varying envelope masses from 0 to 10 M ⊕ and envelope entropies ranging from 5.5 to 6.5 k B per baryon (k B /B)−in most cases, using discrete values of 5.5, 6.0, and 6.5 k B per baryon.
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These values are comparable to the entropies found by the evolutionary models of Lopez & Fortney (2013) for planets of Gyr age or older.
In Figure 3 , we plot radius versus total mass for planets with Earth-like cores and H 2 -He envelope with mass fractions ranging from 0.01% to 20%. The code produces results consistent with the known properties of Uranus and Neptune (∼10% H 2 -He) and also reproduces the upturn in radius at low masses for envelopes comprising ≥ 5% of the total mass, which was produced by Rogers et al. (2011) . -Mass-radius curves of planets with Earth-like cores and gaseous envelopes. Top panel: envelopes equal to 0.01%, 0.1%, 1%, and 10% of the total mass. Bottom panel: envelopes equal to 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% of the total mass. Curves with envelope entropies of 5.5, 6.0, and 6.5 k B per baryon (k B /B) are plotted (assuming a convective envelope). An upturn in radius at low mass is apparent for larger envelope fractions. In the most extreme case of 20% H 2 -He and s = 6.5k B /B, the minimum radius occurs at a mass of 5.5 M ⊕ . The radii are very sensitive to the H 2 -He fraction, but much less sensitive to the total mass of the planet, particularly for masses > 5 M ⊕ .
that for lower-mass cores (1 and 2 M ⊕ ), the planetary radius is quite sensitive to core mass and envelope entropy, but, for higher-mass cores (5 and 10 M ⊕ ), radius is most sensitive to envelope mass.
We also note that the curves are relatively flat for envelopes with masses 0.1 M ⊕ , in which case the radius of the solid core dominates the total radius. However, we see another useful relation in the bottom panel of Figure  5 , where we plot the envelope depth, ∆R = R p − R c , versus envelope mass. In all cases, the envelope depth follows an approximate power law with core mass and . While the curves are bent to a slightly shallower slope at both low and high masses, the power-law indices over most of their lengths fall within a narrow range for x, x = 0.523 → 0.577, but a wider range for y, y = −0.565 → −0.693. We provide tables of the properties of representative models from this plot in Tables 6-10 .
In Figure 6 , we plot radius versus envelope mass for models with a constant core mass, 10 M ⊕ , and entropy, s = 6.0 k B per baryon, but varying water fraction in the−using a core structure with iron and silicate layers surrounded by a water (Ice VII) layer, comprision a varying fraction of the core mass from no water content to a pure ice core. The effect of the water fraction on radius is dominant in planets with small gaseous envelopes of 1 M ⊕ . For larger envelopes, the envelope mass becomes more important, and the variation with water fraction shrinks. Changing the water abundance of the core causes the total radius of the planet to vary by up to about 30% if the envelope mass is small (so the effect of the change in the core radius is strong), but by only about 10% for larger envelopes, M env → 10 M ⊕ , less than the effect of varying the entropy for envelopes of these masses.
In Figure 7 , we set constant core masses of 5 and 10 M ⊕ and plot radius versus entropy for constant envelope masses of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 M ⊕ . The radius is relatively insensitive to entropy for the lower envelope masses, but entropy becomes significant for envelopes with masses 1 M ⊕ .
FITS TO KNOWN PLANETS
Weiss & Marcy (2014) fit a two-piece mass-radius function to 65 low-mass planets with radii ≤ 4 R ⊕ and masses measured by Marcy et al. (2014a) . For planets with radii < 1.5 R ⊕ , they fit an Earth-like model defined by the density formula ρ = 2.43 + 3.39R, where ρ is the density in g cm −3 and R is the radius in Earth radii. For planets with radii > 1.5 R ⊕ , they apply a model of increasing H 2 -He fraction with mass with a (nearly-linear) power law fit: M = 2.69R 0.93 , where M and R are given in Earth masses and radii.
We fit these mass-radius fits to a data cube of our models with varying entropy, core mass, and envelope mass in Figures 8 and 9 . In Figure 8 we employ models with Earth-like cores (32.5% Fe and 67.5% MgSiO 3 ), and in Figure 9 , we employ models with pure water (Ice VII) cores. We plot each of our models as a point in (core mass)-(envelope mass) space. Each point corresponds to a particular total mass and a range of radii, depend- ing on the envelope entropy. By setting the entropy to 5.5 (green), 6.0 (yellow), and 6.5 (red) k B per baryon, we highlight those points that lie within 0.2 M ⊕ of the mass-radius fit derived by Weiss & Marcy (2014) . Following these highlighted points, we fit power laws in (core mass)-(envelope mass) space to the functional fit at each entropy. In general, we find a good fit to a power law,
, where x = 8.0 − 8.5 for rock-iron cores and (2014) plotted through a data cube of our planet models (points) with varying entropy, core mass, and envelope mass, for Earth-like (ironsilicate) cores. Colored points lie within 0.2 M ⊕ of this functional fit for an envelope entropy of 5.5 (green), 6.0 (yellow), and 6.5 (red) k B /B. We fit a power law (shown) in (core mass)-(envelope mass) space to the functional fit for each entropy. Weiss & Marcy (2014) plotted through a data cube of our planet models (points) with varying entropy, core mass, and envelope mass, for pure water (Ice VII) cores. Colored points lie within 0.2 M ⊕ of this functional fit for an envelope entropy of 5.5 (green), 6.0 (yellow), and 6.5 (red) k B /B. We fit a power law (shown) in (core mass)-(envelope mass) space to the functional fit for each entropy. x = 13 − 14 for pure ice cores, a very steep dependence of envelope mass on core mass.
However, Weiss & Marcy (2014) find an RMS deviation in mass around their fit of 4.3 M ⊕ , which can easily lead to a factor of two or more variation in total mass at a given radius. To address this, in Figures 10 and 11 , we demonstrate the power of the core-envelope decomposition by plotting known planets on a grid of constantcore-mass and constant-envelope-mass curves (red) for two entropies of 5.5 and 6.5 k B per baryon. In Figure  10 , we employ models with Earth-like cores, and in Figure 11 , we employ models with pure ice cores. With this grid, each mass-radius pair can be associated with a unique core mass and envelope mass for a given entropy and core type. The functional fit from Weiss & Marcy (2014) is also shown in blue in Figure 10 .
Because of the larger radii of the ice cores, it takes significantly less envelope mass to produce the same radius for a given total mass. This allows us to extend Figure  11 to larger radii to reflect this, noting the detection of several more planets with large radii and envelope masses of ∼ 1 − 10 M ⊕ in this case.
We provide the quantitative core-envelope decomposition for observed exoplanets and Solar System planets in Table 2 in both the rocky-iron core and ice core cases for an envelope entropy of 6.0 k B per baryon. If the observed radius is smaller than a bare core of the observed mass for one or both core types, we still include the decomposition with an envelope mass of zero.
The core-envelope decompositions readily reveal useful information about the structures of planets from mass-radius data. For example, the low-density planet Kepler-11e (the topmost point plotted in Figure 10 ), can be fit to a model with a large H 2 -He fraction based on an Earth-like core mass of 6.3 M ⊕ and an envelope mass of 2.1 M ⊕ , for an entropy for 6.0 k B per baryon, with small differences for a different entropy 7 , or an icy core mass of 6.8 M ⊕ and envelope mass of 1.6 M ⊕ . In contrast, the higher-density planet Kepler-131b (the bottom-rightmost point) can be fit to a model with a small H 2 -He fraction based on an Earth-like core mass of 15.98 M ⊕ and an envelope mass of 0.15 M ⊕ at an entropy of 6.0 k B per baryon. For an ice core, the bare core would suffice.
The difference in envelope mass between an Earth-like core model and an ice core model can be as small as 0.059 M ⊕ while still retaining some envelope (e.g. Kepler-98b), but is usually a few tenths of an Earth mass. The largest difference of 1.1 M ⊕ occurs for Neptune.
We note a small number of planets with masses of 2−20 M ⊕ and very large radii (for these masses) of 5−7 R ⊕ , as shown in Figure 11 . While additional planet detections and further investigation with gas giant models is needed to investigate these objects in detail, we see from these objects that large envelope fractions can occur even for low-mass planets. In the most extreme case we study, Kepler-79d (the topmost point in Figure 11 ), we find a core mass of 2.0 M ⊕ and an envelope mass of 4.0 M ⊕ for the case of a pure ice core and entropy of 6.0 k B per baryon, equivalent to an envelope mass fraction of 67%. References.
- (1) Similar results occur for a wide range of masses. We find Kepler-51b, with a total mass of 2.1 M ⊕ , to have an envelope mass fraction of 60%, and Kepler-18d, with a total mass of 16.4 M ⊕ , to have an envelope mass fraction of 55%, both in the case of a pure ice core.
This core-envelope decomposition for observed planets, especially when the large-radius planets are included, implies that envelope mass can vary from zero to greater than the core mass for the entire range of masses we study, except that we find a lower limit of envelope mass of ∼0.1 M ⊕ in the case of Earth-like cores with masses of ∼ 8 − 20 M ⊕ . While we do see the trend of decreasing density for masses > 7.6 M ⊕ observed by Weiss & Marcy (2014) , with a broad scatter of the observed planets centered around the functional fit, the spread in core mass and envelope mass is so wide that we see only a slight justification for any given functional fit.
We consider the possibility of multiple populations of planets in envelope mass space−one with M env 3 M ⊕ , one with M env ∼ 1 M ⊕ , and one with M env 0.3 M ⊕ , but the statistics are not sufficient to tell whether these populations are distinct. In any case, it is clear that a significant amount of H 2 -He (∼1 M ⊕ ) is needed to produce the large radii observed for many low-mass planets. We also note that many of the newly-discovered planets fall in the 5−10 M ⊕ core mass range, but, again, it is not clear if this genuinely reflects the true underlying distribution function, or is due to statistics and selection biases. -Density and pressure profiles of various iron core/MgSiO 3 mantle planets, including two with deep water layers, all 1 M ⊕ . "Earth-like" is defined as a 13:27 ratio of iron to MgSiO 3 mass, and "Mercury-like" is defined as 7:3 ratio of iron to MgSiO 3 mass, corresponding to the compositions of Earth and Mercury when water is not included. Planets with a greater core mass fraction have a smaller radius for a given mass due to the high density of iron relative to that of MgSiO 3 . In this section, we provide several figures relating to the internal structures of the planets we model. Figure 12 shows pressure and density profiles of several representative solid planet models, each with a mass of 1 M ⊕ . We include pure iron, Mercury-like, and Earth-like compositions, along with "water-worlds" that are otherwise Earth-like, but have 10% and 30% water (Ice VII). Similarly, Figure 13 shows pressure and density profiles of representative models with H 2 -He envelopes. These models each have a core mass of 5 M ⊕ and entropy of 6.0 k B per baryon, and envelope masses of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 M ⊕ are plotted. Increasing the envelope mass slightly compresses the core, decreasing the core radius. Figure 14 shows the base pressure of the envelope versus envelope mass fraction (f env ) for models with various constant core masses. For shallow envelopes for which the gravity does not vary significantly, the expected base pressure is
INTERNAL STRUCTURES
where g is the surface gravity. This relation holds well for small envelope mass fractions, but the pressure is lower than the relation would imply for envelope mass fractions 3% due to the variation in gravity over the height of the envelope.
For low envelope fractions, the plot also shows a relation remarkably close to P b ∝ M c . Figure 15 shows why this is so, plotting envelope base pressure versus core mass for constant envelope masses of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 M ⊕ . The envelope base pressure in nearly constant over a wide range of core masses for shallow envelopes. Evidently, based on the relation above, M c /R 4 is nearly constant for these models. This is supported by our power law fit for Earth-like solid planets of R ∝ M (see Section 6). On the other hand, if the core mass is low enough that the H 2 -He comprises 10% of the total mass, then the base pressure increases roughly linearly with core mass. Also, the entropy begins to have a significant effect on the base pressure in models with small cores, likely due to the increasing dependence of the radius on entropy as the core mass decreases (see Figure  4) .
We also plot curves of central pressure and density versus envelope mass for models with a constant core mass of 10 M ⊕ and entropies of 5.5, 6.0, and 6.5 k B per baryon. Despite a large change in total mass, the central pressure and density change very little−about 5% in density and 10% in pressure for a doubling of total mass.
Central pressure and density versus (total) mass curves for representative solid planets, both differentiated and undifferentiated, are compared in Figure 17 . The pure MgSiO 3 (perovskite) planet profile is included in order to demonstrate the discontinuity that arises in central density when a material of higher density is added. The planets with iron cores all have very similar central densities, while undifferentiated planets with varying iron fractions have lower central densities. This pattern repeats to a lesser degree for central pressures.
SOLID EXOPLANETS
For completeness, we now provide mass-radius curves and tables for a range of solid exoplanet models with no significant envelopes. We construct true "terrestrial" planets with iron and MgSiO 3 components as well as three-component models with iron, MgSiO 3 , and water, in the form of Ice VII, corresponding to "water worlds." Figure 1 shows mass-radius plots for some of our representative solid planet models compared with masses and radii of observed exoplanets.
While we compute each curve from 0.1 to 20 M ⊕ , our core-envelope decomposition results suggest that planets larger than ∼8 M ⊕ will likely have gaseous envelopes. Therefore our models of solid planets likely should only be applied to planets 8 M ⊕ that do not have extended envelopes. However, gaseous envelopes of close-orbiting planets could later be stripped away by evaporation by XUV irradiation, particularly for planets with initial masses 0.3 M J orbiting young Solar-type stars (Hubbard et al. 2007 ). Fig. 18 .-Mass-radius curves for solid planets with various core mass fractions (CMF) ranging from 0% to 100%. Top panel: terrestrial models with iron cores and MgSiO 3 mantles. Bottom panel: "water worlds" with "cores" having an Earth-like structure plus a deep water layer (in the form of Ice VII).
In Figure 18 , we plot terrestrial models with different iron core mass fractions (CMFs), ranging from pure iron to pure MgSiO 3 (perovskite), showing a systematic trend of decreasing radius with increasing CMF. We also plot models of "water worlds" with an Earth-like core (Earth-like in having the same Fe/Mg ratio as Earth), ranging from a purely Earth-like composition to pure water. Because the water worlds have some iron content, they overlap with terrestrial models with lower iron content, even given the lower density of water, pointing to a degeneracy with composition in the mass-radius plot.
A power-law fit of the form R ∝ M x provides a simple description of the behavior of the mass radius curves. Valencia et al. (2006) performed such a fit over the span of their "super-Earths" (1−10 Earth masses, 33% CMF) and "super-Mercurys" (1−10 Mercury masses, 70% CMF), and we compute the values of x in our fits for comparison. For "super-Earths," we find a power-law coefficient of 0.266−0.274, while Valencia et al. (2006) reported a range of 0.267−0.272. For "super-Mercurys,", we find a power-law coefficient of 0.309−0.312, comparable to the "∼0.3" reported by Valencia et al. (2006) . The lower masses of the "super-Mercurys" result in less compression in their interiors, and a power-law fit closer to the R ∝ M 1 3 law for uncompressed planets than for super-Earths.
The super-Earths with currently observed masses and radii consistent with a purely solid composition have masses of ∼ 2 − 8 M ⊕ . While these numbers are loose, we can use them in conjunction with our models to study the relation between radius and composition. For example, in this ∼ 2 − 8 M ⊕ range, the range of radii for pure iron models (the minimum radius for a given mass) is ∼ 0.9 − 1.3 R ⊕ , in contrast with the range for pure silicates (the maximum radius for terrestrial compositions), which have radii of ∼ 1.25 − 2.0 R ⊕ , and water-rich models, which are larger still. While there are significant degeneracies with composition among solid planets, this reiterates the usefulness of radius as a proxy for distinguishing solid exoplanets from those with gaseous envelopes, since planets larger than 2 R ⊕ cannot be purely rock/iron and are likely to have such gaseous envelopes (Lopez & Fortney 2013; Weiss & Marcy 2014; Marcy et al. 2014a ).
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Properties of differentiated planet models with Earthlike and Mercury-like compositions are given in Tables 12  and 14 , respectively. For comparison, we present properties of pure iron and pure silicate planets in Tables 11  and 16 , respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated a range of exoplanet models for various core masses, gaseous envelope masses, and envelope entropies, and compared them with mass and radius observations. Some of our representative modeled planet properties are tabulated in Tables 5-16 for a variety of planet compositions. We have explored models with both "Earth-like" rock-iron cores and ice cores to account for the possibility of the formation of planets with gaseous envelopes in both the warm and cold regions of their "solar" systems. We also considered varying silicate and water fractions for solid planets.
We have decomposed observed exoplanets into core mass and envelope mass components for both rock-iron cores and ice cores. Based on measured masses and radii, we find that the envelope mass, M env , may vary over a wide range of values from zero to greater than the mass of the core itself over a wide range of total masses, except that for the higher-mass "sub-Neptune" (or "miniNeptune") planets, a nonzero envelope mass is always required to fit a rock-iron core. Thus, planetary formation and evaporation models need to account for the very wide range of core masses and envelope masses derived.
In general, an ice core model requires a smaller envelope mass (and larger core mass) to fit the same massradius pair as an Earth-like core model, because of the larger radius of the core. Entropy also has a systematic effect on the core-envelope decomposition: an envelope with higher entropy is hotter and has a lower density, so that a smaller envelope mass is needed to fit the same mass-radius pair. Therefore, given these uncertainties, we have derived a range of possible core and envelope masses for known Neptune-and sub-Neptune-sized exoplanets.
While a few planets have large envelope mass fractions of ∼ 44%−67%, as shown in Figure 11 and Table 2 , most of the "sub-Neptune" planets that have been observed are dominated by their core masses ( Figures 10 and 11) ; that is, the envelope comprises only a small fraction of the total mass. At the same time, for core masses of M c 5 M ⊕ , the planetary radius is very sensitive to the envelope mass and also to the entropy, so that the observed radius can serve as a proxy for the properties of the envelope, subject to the degeneracies of envelope mass and entropy.
For solid planets, we find that only planets with radii 1.5−2.0 R ⊕ can be purely terrestrial (iron core plus silicate mantle). Observationally, the largest planet that is consistent with our terrestrial models is Kepler-20b, with M = 8.7 ± 2.2 M ⊕ and R = 1.91 +0.12 −0.21 R ⊕ . In a transitional regime of ∼1.75-2.8 R ⊕ (which may correspond with an observed break in the planetary occurence function, Batalha et al. 2013) , the abundance of both water and H 2 -He may be important, but the effect of the water fraction on the radius diminishes for larger planets.
Determining the composition and structure of solid planets from mass and radius observations is more ambiguous than for planets with gaseous envelopes due to significant degeneracies and uncertainties. There is overlap in radius with different iron fractions and water fractions over the mass range at which planets with potentially-solid compositions have been observed. Further research is needed to standardize equations of state for planetary models (Nettelmann et al. 2008 ) and reduce uncertainties.
There remains a degeneracy between composition and envelope entropy, and more detailed atmospheric and evolutionary models are needed to precisely estimate the atmospheric entropy of exoplanets (to a precision of ∼ 0.1k B /B) in order to make more accurate determinations of their compositions and envelope/core mass partitions. On the observational side, more precise mass measurements are needed to better constrain core masses, as well as envelope masses in the case of smaller planets. More planet detections with overall better statistics are also needed to fully populate the mass-radius diagram and determine the distinct populations of planets (if any) in this regime.
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APPENDIX
RADIUS CODE VERIFICATION
Our computational procedure for deriving planet structural profiles and the corresponding mass-radius relationships is as follows: We begin with a guess of central pressure and integrate the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium out until the pressure is zero. For differentiated planets, we dictate a boundary mass for the core material, at which we switch to the equation of state for the new material, maintaining pressure continuity. Our code admits an arbitrary number of layers of different materials. Because it is impossible to know the total mass or radius before the integration is performed, we use an iterative Newton-Raphson scheme to produce a planet of specified mass.
For hydrogen-helium envelopes, we assume an adiabatic pressure and density profile by setting a constant entropy, usually at 5.5−6.5 k B per baryon. This is approximately correct for a convective envelope, except near the surface, where the atmosphere becomes radiative, with the caveat that highly irradiated planets may be radiative to significant depths. The code also relies on extrapolations for pressures of less than 10 bars. (Pressures this low are not encountered in solid planets.)
We use a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme to solve the equations of hydrodynamic equilibrium:
where r is the radius, ρ is the mass density, P (ρ) is the pressure given by the EOS, and m is the mass interior to r. We use various radius step sizes ranging from 10−100m depending on the size of the planet model. We test our code with the polytropic equation of state, P = Kρ 1+ 1 n with n =1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3. Our results for the constants ρ c /ρ (scaled density) and ξ (scaled radius) agree with the values found in Chandrasekhar (1939) to a part in 10 5 .
EQUATIONS OF STATE
For solid planets, we implement two semi-empirical equations of state for most materials. The first is the third-order Birch-Murnagham EOS, given by
where x is the ratio ρ/ρ 0 , ρ 0 is the zero-pressure density, K 0 is the bulk modulus at ρ = ρ 0 , and K ′ 0 is the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus at ρ = ρ 0 . Values for the second pressure derivative of the bulk modulus at ρ = ρ 0 , K ′′ 0 , are in most cases not available, but for materials which have a known K ′′ 0 , a fourth-order term can be added to the third-order B-M EOS:
The second semi-empirical equation of state that we implement is the Vinet EOS, given by
A summary of the equations of state used in our models is given in Table 3 . a All of the values are for materials at zero pressure and temperature. ρ 0 is the density, K 0 is the bulk modulus, and K ′ 0 is the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus. b The SiC EOS with zincblende (ZB) structure is used for pressures up to 0.75 Mbar, beyond which the EOS with rock salt (RS) structure is used.
References.
- (1) (6) Sun et al. (2008) ; (7) Wolanin et al. (1997) ; (8) Saumon et al. (1995) ; Which EOS fit is used for a given material makes little difference at low pressures where the zero-pressure density dominates. In Figure 19 , models using the Vinet and B-M semi-empirical equations of state for pure MgSiO 3 (perovskite) are used to generate mass-radius curves, which differ by only 0.3% for 1 Earth-mass planets, 0.3% for 5 Earth-mass planets, and 1.2% for 10 Earth-mass planets. These results agree with those reported in Seager et al. (2007) , who found that the mass-radius curves for low-mass exoplanets depend only on the uncompressed density. The differences become more significant for planets of higher mass (and, therefore, higher internal pressure), amounting to ∼3.3% for 20 Earth-mass silicate planets and 7.0% for 20 Earth-mass iron planets, although we do not expect to see solid planets of this size without H 2 -He envelopes (Lopez & Fortney 2013; Weiss & Marcy 2014) . A more detailed summary of differences is given in Table 4 . To better illustrate the differences between the various equations of state, the pressure-density curves for various EOSs fits for Mg 2 SiO 4 (olivine) and MgSiO 3 (perovskite) are plotted in Figure 20 over the run of pressures found in super-Earths of mass up to 20 Earth masses (without gaseous envelopes). The curves show significant divergence in pressure at high densities, particularly for the different Mg 2 SiO 4 EOSs, but remarkable similarities between the two materials, demonstrating that for rocky material, the choice of equation of state is more important than the precise chemical composition. For this reason, we do not address phase transitions in the mantle. This similarity breaks down below ∼1 Mbar, however, where the uncompressed density dominates. Notably, the < 1 Mbar range includes most of the mantle of a 1-M ⊕ Earth-like planet, so the choice of phase transitions and the choice of silicate material could have a significant effect for lower-mass planets.
For context, internal pressure and density profiles for model 1-M ⊕ planets of various compositions are plotted in Figure 12 . Poirier (2000) and Hama & Suito (1996) report that the Vinet EOS is more suited to extrapolation to high pressures. However, as Table 1 demonstrates, a wide variety of EOS data and fits have been used in the literature. Unless otherwise specified, we use a Vinet EOS in building our models, but we also use a 3rd-Order B-M EOS in some cases, as indicated in Table 3 . For H 2 -He envelopes, we use the EOS of Saumon et al. (1995) .
We do not employ thermal corrections in our model, but we can estimate their effect from the coefficients of thermal expansion. The volume thermal expansion coefficient at high pressures has been measured to be 2 − 3 × 10 −5 K −1 for iron (Boehler et al. 1990 ) and 4 × 10 −5 K −1 for MgSiO 3 (Knittle et al. 1986 ). Taking 3 × 10 −5 K −1 as an average, or a linear coefficient of 1 × 10 −5 K −1 , and an internal temperature of 5,000 K, typical of Earth's core (Poirier 1994) , we can estimate a thermal correction to the planetary radius of about 5%. However, the internal temperature may be significantly higher for larger planets.
Alternatively, we can find the total error produced by our code from an Earth-analog model. Specifically a 1-M ⊕ planet model with an "Earth-like" composition produced by our code has a radius of 0.972 R ⊕ , an error of 2.8%. This includes the error introduced by thermal expansion compared with our zero-temperature model, the errors in the equations of state, and the error introduced by the simplifying assumption of a two-layer model. Since the EOSinduced errors are small for a 1-M ⊕ planet, it is possible that thermal expansion is a significant contributor to this error.
We compare our mass-radius results for a simple iron core/MgSiO 3 -mantle planet to those obtained by Seager et al. (2007) , to determine the effect of any differences in the EOS. We test a pure MgSiO 3 composition, a 32.5% iron core mass fraction (CMF) ("Earth-like") composition, a 70% CMF ("Mercury-like") composition, and a pure iron composition for masses ranging from 0.5M ⊕ to 20M ⊕ . We find agreement to within 1% in all cases, with the exception of pure iron planets, which differ by up to -2.23% for 20M ⊕ . This is likely due to the effect on the EOS of the higher central pressures of iron planets. Planets of mass 10 M ⊕ composed of pure iron, 70% iron, 32.5% iron, and pure MgSiO 3 (perovskite) have central pressures of 88 Mbar, 78 Mbar, 54 Mbar, and 18 Mbar, respectively.
As Figures 19 and 20 demonstrate, there can be slight differences between different EOS fits. Ambiguities are especially prominent in the 1 to 1000 Mbar pressure range, above pressures one can probe with constant-temperature experiments, but below where the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac EOS becomes applicable (Hemley et al. 1987) . In order to investigate the effect of EOS ambiguities on a terrestrial planet model, we multiply the density for all pressures by a constant error factor. The resulting mass-radius curves for pure iron and pure silicate planets are given in Figure 21 .
For a 10% swing in density at a given pressure (on the order of the differences between EOSs in Figure 20 ), we find changes in radius for pure MgSiO 3 planets of -3.5% ( While most equations of state for a given material will agree on the low-pressure density (as it is easily measured), the differences between equations of state in the 1 to 1000 Mbar range could exceed 5%. Because of this, the ambiguities in radius we report are relevant to high-mass planets (without envelopes) and solid cores whose central pressures lie where the equation of state is ambiguous. In particular, the uncertainties in radius due to the equation of state are similar in magnitude to the change in radius caused by differentiation and different mantle material (e.g. silicates vs. silicon carbide), so more accurate equations of state are needed to distinguish these cases. , and iron. The two EOS fits agree in the low-pressure limit where the uncompressed density dominates, but deviate at high pressures. For context, the EOS fits for olivine differ by only 0.2% for 1 Earth-mass planets, but differ increasingly as planet mass increases (to 6.8% for 20 Earth-mass planets). At high pressures (>1 Mbar) the equations of state for the two materials become similar, with the greatest differences between the various equations of state occurring for Mg 2 SiO 4 (olivine). This implies that for mantle materials at high pressures, the choice of material has a less significant effect than the choice of EOS fit. However, at pressures approaching zero, the uncompressed density dominates, making the choice of material far more significant than the choice of EOS fit at low pressures. Fe Fe (-5% density) Fe (+5% density) Fig. 21 .-Mass-radius curves for pure iron and silicate planets. A proportional EOS error in density is applied to investigate the effects of EOS ambiguities on terrestrial planet models. For a 10% swing in density at a given pressure, we find changes in radius ranging from -3.5% for a silicate, 0.1-M ⊕ planet to -6.4% for an iron, 20-M ⊕ planet. 
